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A physical mechanism of drift instability is studied by investigating the trajectories of 
the particles. The method is the same as was used by Dawson in his theory of the Landau 
damping. The plasma particles are divided into two groups, the resonant and non-resonant 
particles. A drift wave is assumed to have started at t=O, when the resonant particles are 
undisturbed. The trajectories of the particles are then computed within the framework of 
the linear theory. Only those longitudinal waves which propagate obliquely to a static magnetic 
field in the plane normal to a density gradient are considered. The phase velocity along the 
magnetic field is assumed to be greater than the mean velocity of the ions, but smaller than 
that of the electrons. The resonant particles in this case are those electrons which have the 
velocities near to the phase velocity in the direction along the mean magnetic field. It is shown 
that the rate of energy change of the resonant electrons consists of two terms: one is the usual 
term arising from the Landau damping and the other the term due to the drift motion of the 
electrons in the crossed electric and magnetic fields. The latter term is responsible for insta
bility of the wave. The major part of the wave energy is contained in the form of an oscilla
tory motion of the non-resonant electrons. Discussion of the stabilization by ion's Landau 
damping and of the drift instability due to impurity ions are given. 

§ I. Introduction 

The so-called drift instabilities in plasmas with density gradient under a 
static magnetic field have been studied extensively in the literature. 1

) However, 
the physical mechanism of this type of instability is not well understood. The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the dynamical details of this type of 
instability from the particle point of view. Our analysis is based on a physical 
model similar to that used by Dawson2

) in his theory of Landau damping. The 
plasma particles are divided into two groups, the resonant and non-resonant 
particles. It is assumed that the main plasma consl.sting of the non-resonant 
particles supports the oscillatory motion of a drift wave while the resonant 
particles participate in energy exchange with the wave. Our main task is to 
calculate the net energy transfer between the wave and resonant particles. 
Only first-order quantities are used in the analysis. 

§ 2. Basic assumptions and calculations of the particle trajectories 

Let us consider a drift wave of the form 

(1) 

where cp1 1s assumed to be a slowly varying function of t, the frequency ()) IS 
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776 Y. Terashima 

real, k _1_ and k 
11 are the components of the wave vector k across and along the 

static magnetic field B 0 , and the density ·gradient is taken in the direction of 
the x-axis (Fig. 1). For definiteness, k _1_ and k 

11 
are taken to. be positive. The 

wave is assumed to start at time t = 0 when resonant particles are not disturbed 
yet. 

-----------
kn k 

kl. 
y 

fvN 
X Fig. 1 

The validity of the assumption of a pure electrostatic mode is assured in 
the case of low t1-ratio,1

) to which the present analysis is limited. Further, we 
are mostly interested in the behaviour of those waves which satisfy the condi
tions 

(2) 

where v 11 i and v 
11 

e are the mean velocities of the ions and the electrons along 
the magnetic field, Qi, e and Pi, e are the gyration frequencies and the mean gyra- . 
tion radii of the respective species. 

We shall first seek the trajectories of the particles in a general form. The 
equation of motion for a particle is 

m-d_v_ = q (E + --1~ v X Ro) . 
dt c 

Throughout this paper, the Gaussian system of units is adopted and the collisions 
between particles are neglected. If E on the right-hand side is considered to 
be a small perturbation, v can be expressed as a sum of the unperturbed velocity 
V and the perturbed one u, v = V + u. u is determined by the following set of 
equations: 

du+ . . Q _ iq (k ) · (/;7 /; ~ ) ~-+ z u+-~ - ".I ((h Sill "J Y + 'Z II""__:_ (J)t , 
dt 1n · 

du II_= _q (k II cp 1) sin (kJ y + /'Z II Z- (J)t), 
dt m 

(3) 

where 

Q=qBo/·mc. 

We solve Eq. (3) in the approximations in which the coordinates of the particle 
on the right-hand sides are replaced by those of a free gyration and in which 
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Particle Aspect Analysis of Drift Instability 777 

the slowly varying quantity (jJ 1 is treated as a constant. This procedure cor
responds to the linearization of the Vlasov equation. 

The trajectory of free gyration is 

x (t) = - VJ [sin (!9- 2t) -sinO] + Xo, 
Q 

v y (t) =-~'[cos (0- S2t) -cos 0] +Yo, 
Q 

z(t) =V11t+zo, 

(4) 

where r 0== (x0, Yo, z 0) is the position of the particle at t = 0 and the unperturbed 
velocity V is taken to be 

Vx (t) = V _1_ COS({)- fJt), 

vy (t) = v_j sin({)- fJt)' 

Vz=V11. 

(5) 

Substituting ( 4) into (3), we find easily an oscillatory solution of u (t) for 
the non-resonant particles. For the resonant particles it is necessary to take 
into account the initial condition u (t = O) = 0 inferred from the assumption stated 
above. The solution of (3) is 

Ux(t)=- qk 1({J 1 f; In(JL) {_g__sin?JI'n+o~in(?Jino-!2t) 
;n n=-w an 2An-1 

0 .si~(qrn~± !2t)_}, 
2An+1 

Uz (t) = qk II (/Jl ~ ] n (JL) __ l._ {COS 7JI n- 0 COS 7Jl n°}, 
nz n An 

where o = 0 for the non-resonant particles and o = 1 for the resonant ones, and 

?fin= Ant+ lZ ( -~- -{)) + k 1 Yo+ kllzo- jL COS 6, 

111 o = zrr (t _ 0) :r n --:1:' n - · 

Also use was made of 

+oo ( 7t ) exp (iJL cos({)- !2t)) =n=~ In (!1) exp in (-
2
-- {) + !2t) . 

It is easy to calculate the true trajectory of the particle to first order by first 
integrating u (t) and then adding ( 4) to it. It should be noted that in view of 
(2) the dominant contributions come from the terms with n = 0 ; it then follows 
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778 Y. Terashima 

that Uz(t) with o=1 increases linearly in t if knVu-w=O. Therefore the resonant 
condition now is k 

11 
V

11 
- w = 0 for the electrons, which means that these electrons 

see the wave independent of t on the particle frame. The resonant particles 
are thought to be those electrons which nearly satisfy this condition. 

If we again substitute ( 4) into (6), u (t) can be written down in the form 
of u (r, t): 

k +oo +oo { !J 
Ux(r, t) =- _q ~p__1_ n~oo l~ooJn(.Ll)Jz(,Ll) an sin Xnl 

+ 0~i_n CKn-z_-:_An-=_!EL _ 0 ~i!l_Cxn~=-~n+_~~l} 
2An-1 2An+l - ' 

where o = 0 for the non-resonant particles and o = 1 for the resonant particles, 
and 

Xnl = k _Ly + k 11 z- Wt + (n -l) ( -~ -+ (}- !Jt). 

Next problem is to find the density perturbation associated with the velocity 
perturbation u (r, t). Let us consider a group of the particles with the same 
initial conditions and let its number density be 

n(r, t; V) =N(x, V) +n1(r, t; V) (8) 

where N is the zeroth order distribution and n1 is the perturbed one. Since 
x + Vy/ .Q is a constant of motion, the zeroth order distribution can be expressed 
as N(x+ Vy/!2, V) and satisfy 

8N q . 8N Vx------ +- ~ (V X Ba) · --- = 0 . 
ax me aV 

(9) 

The conservation of the particle number IS 

n[r(t'), t'=t+£1t; V(t')]dr'=n[l·(t), t; V(t)]dr, (10) 

where r(t) is the trajectories of the particles, that is dr(t)/dt=V(t)+u(t). 
The change in volume element is given by 

dr' =I a_(x~,_)!_'.z ~) __ I dr~ [1 + (V. u) Lit] dr' 
, a(x,y,z) : 

(11) 

where the solution of u in the form of (7) has been used. By using a Taylor 
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Particle Aspect . Analysis of Drift Instability 779 

expansion of (10) together with (8) and (9), we find an equation for the 
perturbed density n 1 : 

dn1 =- (V·u)N-u:c fJN . 
dt · fJx (12) 

The quantities on the right-hand side of (12) can be expressed as functions 
only of the variable t; for instance, V · u can be written down in terms of t 
and the initial parameters with the aid of ( 4) after differenciating (7) with 
respect to r. (This procedure of the change of the variables will be repeated 
below.) By integration we obtain the following solutions. For the non-resonant 
particles, 

or 

k +oo 
n1 (t) = q j_'2_1_ E 

1n n=-00 

k
11
N 

X cos X z ---
n An2 

qr:p1N {- kj +- m kj_vd + k 11

2 

-} 

m !22 T j_ k 11 VII - w ( k 11 V 11 - W Y 

x ~ J 0 (-k ~V -L) J l (l__+ V .1~) cos X oz. 
l=-oo Q Q 

(13· a) 

Similarly for the resonant particles under the assumption that n1 (t = O) = 0, 

n,(r, t)~ q~Nj- ~~+ ;: ku~~~w +(k~1:1 ~wA 
X ~ Jo ( kj_ V j_-)Jl ( kj_ V ~-){cos Xot- cos (Xoz- At) +At sin (Xol- At)}, 

l=-CO Q !2 

(13·b) 

where A-Ao=k
11 
V

11
-(J). Here vd denotes the pressure drife> which is defined 

by 

Tj_ 1 fJN 
vd=~~-~~ 

m!2 N. ax ' (14) 
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780 Y. T erashima 

where T_~ is the perpendicular temperature, or the rnean kinetic energy in the 
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. One sees that the term propor
tional to h_~vd in n1 denotes the density variation due to the E 1 X B 0 drift, the 
one proportional to h// SJ 2 is due to the oblique propagation of the wave and 
the one proportional to h 

11

2 is caused directly by E
11

• 

Without loss of generality, we can hereafter take the zeroth order distri
bution N(x, V) of the form 

N(x, V) = 1Vo [1- E (x + Vuf Q) ]f1 (V_t)fn (Vn), 

where E 1s a small parameter, and 

/ 1 (VJ) = (;n/2rrT_~) exp [- m V 1 
2/2T 1], 

fn (V 11 ) = (nz/2rrT 11 Y12 exp [- m V
11

2 j2T
11
]. 

§ 3. Dispersion relation 

(15) 

The wns are supposed to have the unit charge, then the Poisson equation 
lS 

(16) 

where ni,e is the integrated perturbed density of the non-resonant particles 

oo +oo 

ni,c= \ 2rrV 1dVJ ) dV11 nli,c (r, t). 
() 

X Io (bi) exp (- bi) 

~- J!oe(/J { bi + _h(Vr/ (1- bi) L 
T_u w J 

(17) 

ne~/ + !!oecp__' 
Tile 

(18) 

where the conditions in (2) are taken into account an:d the following formulae 
are used: 

00 

~ Jo 2 
( ~ ;:~L) fJ_i (V _L) 2rr V _L dV _L = e-bilo (bi) ~ 1- bi , 

0 ~ 
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(X) 

~ } 0
2 

( -~-~J-) fJc (V) 2rr VJdV_l= 1 , 
o e 

+co 

n _ 1 c·· ( e-x~ ~ 1 1 1 
Lp (()- -c=~ !1? \ dx--= -------- for ( ~1. 

.J 7r .1 X- ( ( 2 ('3 

-co 

Substituting (17) and (18) into (16), we obtain the dispersion relation 

(J)~ ~ k_(Vde [1- -~- k_~Pi 2 
( 1 + I_il!__) J, 

TJe 2 TJz 

where besides (2) we have assumed 

k2d/==k2(TJd4rrNoe2
) < 1 .. 

781 

(19) 

(20) 

Note that vde>O for fJNjox<O as was defined in (14). The phase velocity of 
the drift wave across the magnetic field, (J)j kJ, is nearly equal to the electron's 
pressurepdrift velocity. 

§ 4. Energy balance and growth rate 

The wave energy density per unit wavelength, Ww, is the sum of the pure 
field energy and the changes in energy of the non-resonant particles. That is, 

:>. ro +ro 

Wi,e= \ ds \ 2nV1dV_1\ dV11 _!~~'-"- { (N + n1) (V + uY- NV 2L,e 
0 0 

where (7) with o=O, (13·a) and (15) are to be substituted and 

ks=k·r, J.=2rr/k. 

Under the assumptions of (2) , the results of calculation are 

w.~ J.kJfcpl_ (J)p~ (1-k'"p. 2) (1-4Llli_~~·udi ), 
~ 16rr ()) 2 ~ TJ..i (J) 

-J.k IL(/Jl2 (J) pe 2 

We~ 16rr kll CT 11 e/ m~Y ' 
where 

2 4 71. T 2/ (J)pi,e = lrJ..vo e nzi,G. 

(21) 

(22) 

By comparing (22) with the first term on the right-hand side of Ww, one sees 
that the major part of the wave energy is contained in the form of the oscil
latory motions of the non-resonant electrons, Hence 
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782 Y. Terashima 

A.k iJ'/?1
2 

--- ___ fP~e_ __ _ 
16n klf(Tuelme) . 

(23) 

Next, we shall calculate the change in energy of the resonant electrons 
per unit wavelength 

;>.. oo rofkn+JV 

Wr=~ ds~ 2nV__LdV__L~ dV__L 
1
;e{(N+n1) (V+u)2-NV 2}e, (24) 

0 0 ro/lc11-JV 

where (7) with o= 1, (13· b) and (15) are to be substituted. It is sufficient 

to take only the main terms with n = 0 in (7). The calculation is rather lengthy ; 

however, the course of it will be presented below to show which terms give 

the main contribution. If we retain only the main terms, then 

wr~ ~ ...... ~ { } Nm.eUz 2 + nlmeUz Vu}. 
Expanding the integrand around V 11 = w I k 11 , we have 

Wr = -~'1?_/~-w!ek 11 t { fu (-~) 11- 2 [ /11 ( ()) --) + __!J}___ /11' (-0}__) J 12} H 
8n k 11 k 11 k 11 k 11 e 

- A'/?12 w!e k__Lvdewt file (-!P.-)12H. 
4n ku (T__Lelme) k11 

Here the extent of the resonant electrons in V
11 

IS plausibly chosen to be 

k11Vt > 2n, 

then the quantities 1 1, 2 in the above are estimated with x= (k
11 
V

11
-w)tl2: 

~ +oo 

12 = ( dx~~I1.X (sin x-x cos x) ~ ( dx( .. ·) = _!}__. 
J x 2 J 2 

-(X) 

Also approximately 
(X) 

H = ~ 2nV__LdVJ f__Le (V__L) Jo2 
( !?_1: -1_) ,.._.1 . 

o e 

Hence 

W A(/?1
2 

2 { k__L7)de + ( (j) ) j' ( {j) )} (25) r= -n-8- Wpe k (T I ) J lie -k + lie -k wt. 
7i II __Le me II II 

If we use the explicit form of fi
1 
e as in (15), the above turns out to be 

W = Jn A.kil'Pl~----~;e _ _9)E_ w- (TneiTJ.e)kJv{ exp[- meo[___J 
r 8n kj

1 
(T

11
elme) k

11 
(2TnelmeY12 2Tuekll 2 

• 

(25') 
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Particle Aspect Analysis of Drift Instability 783 

The law of energy conservation is 

(26) 

From this with (23), (25') and (19), the growth rate of the drift wave is finally 
found to be 

r == __!_ dePt = n (J) T 11~- { k ~ v a e fll e ( k(J) ) + f,( e ( kw ) } 
(j/1 dt me ku (T ~elme) 11 · 11 

= ~_n ___ _!J}____,i_fl!__ 1 + -'~ exp - _ _!}Zerj}___ . J7C · 2k 2 2 ( T ) [ 2 J 
2 J k 11! (2T 11 elme)lf2 T ~i 2T 11 ek 11

2 
(27) 

The result coincides with that derived from the Vlasov equation. 

§ 5. Concluding remarks 

(i) The physical mechanism of drift instability seems to be clear in the 
above considerations. There are two compensating terms which contribute to 
the growth (or damping) of the drift wave of interests. The first term in 
(25) or (27) means the enhancement of the wave due to the E ~X Ba drift while 
the second term denotes the Landau damping. The detailed mechanism of the 
E ~X B 0 drift will be seen in the phase relation between the perturbed velocity 
ov 11 = Uz given in (7) and the perturbed density due to the E ~X B 0 drift, narift, 
which is the term proportional to k~va in (13 ·b). We always have the negative 
value of (narifto(mv 11/2))----(narirtmV 11 uz) for either v 11 >wlk

11 or ·v 11 <wlk 11 , where 
the bracket denotes to take the average over the phase seen from the particles. 
This means that for any value of v 

11 
near to w I k 

11
, the resonant electrons spend 

more time in losing energy than in gaining. This mechanism is different from 
the Landau damping, in which the density perturbation due to E

11 
takes part 

and the resonant electrons with v
11 
>(J)Ik

11 
lose their energies while those with 

v 11 < w I k 11 gain some energy. 
It is also remarked that the wave energy is contained mainly in the ordered 

motions of the non-resonant electrons in the directions along the magnetic field .. 
The ions give less contribution to the wave energy simply because their velocity 
perturbation is small owing to their large mass. However, the density pertur
bation of the ions in the plane normal to Ba is comparable in magnitude to that 
of the electrons along B 0 and it should be included in the dispersion relation. 

(ii) As was argued by Krall and Rosenbluth,4
) the unstable motion of a 

drift wave with short wavelength is possibly stabilized by ion Landau damping. 
One will readily see that this effect can be treated on the same ground as 
above. When w I k 11 becomes comparable to v 

11 
i, we must add a term to (25) , 

which expresses the contribution_ of the resonant ions. Namely 
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784 Y. Terashima 

dWr =(electron's term)+ (ion's term) 
dt 

(28) 

where bi and (i are given below Eq. (18), and also we set for brevity 
T=T 11 e,i=TJe,i and vd=vde= -vai. The stability condition is dWr/dt>O, that 
is, letting exp (- (/me/mi) ~1, 

(1- k J vd) + Io (bi) e-tJ,i (1 + kl Vct) (-i}!i_) lf2 e-si2>0 
W W lne 

for stability. (29) 

A more accurate formula of the dispersion relation than (19) 1s 

kJ vd = 1 + k2d 2 j- [bd= __ 1_±~i~1' ((i) l!o (bi) e-bi 
w [- (iZp (C)] Io (bi) e-bi 

(30) 

where cf2 = ( T / 4nN0e
2

) • This is essentially in agreement , with Eq. (23) in 
reference 4). By the use of (30), the stability condition (29) turns out to be 

{Ia (bi) e-bi [- (iZp ((i)] -1} + I0 (bi) e-bi ( 1 + --~- k2 d 2
) e-ti

2 
( ~::) 

112 

>O . (31) 

The result coincides with Eq. (25) in reference 4). 
(iii) Finally we may add a remark on drift instability clue to impurity 

ions, which has recently been discussed by Coppi et al. 5
> Let us consider the 

case under the same conditions imposed by these authors: 

fh < w/kn~ fh ~ Ve, 

k~Pe2 ~ k~_Pi 2 < klp/ < 1. 

Here the quantities about impurity ions with the charge Z1e and the, mass M 1 

are indicated by the index "I", and the ions are supposed to have the unit 
charge. Changing the roles of the particles in the discussions above, we find 
the integrated density perturbations for the respective species as follows: 

n1~- -~reyNr__ {br- kJv/ (rZp ((r) + 1 + CrZp ((r)}, 
Tr W 

(32) 

The Poisson equation 
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Particle Aspect Analysis of Drift Instability 785 

leads 

k_~v/ = }'!e/'£c±Nd_'I;i- C?/lj_r~Tr)_QL2__~{~ br2_ 
w Z/Nr/Tr 

(33) 

where t:.r=w/k
11 
(2Tr/MrY12 and br= (1/2)k_L2P/, and the following 

are used: 
approximations 

Pdn2 = k2 (Te/4ne2Ne) ~ 1, 1 + (rZp ((r) ~ -1/2(/. 

Now only the resonant ions participate 1n energy exchange with the wave. 
The rate of energy transfer 1s 

dWr ~ vn A(jh
2 

w;,i W
2 (1- k_l_Vdi) Io (b-) e-Oi-:ti2 (34) 

~ = 8n Tdmi k
11 

(2TdrniYI2 w z • 

The condition for instability is 

dWr <O or w<k_~·v,/ . 
dt 

From (33), this can be expressed in the form 

---- --~--~------~!'!.i __ - --- --- ------- + £!Vi- < 0 . 

Ne ~: +Ni-NrZ/ ( z~J-br) (~~) VNr 

The criterion is in agreement with that given by the previous authors. 
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